New Science Building Dedicated

It's official now! Clinch Valley has a new science building, presented to the University on October 12th, as the third dedication of the year.

Senator M. M. Long Sr., member of the University Board of Directors, and Mr. Paul, presented the beautiful equip­ ment at the dedication. Dr. Edgar F. Shan­ non, Jr., president of the University of Virginia, was on hand to accept the building.

Educators led the way across the state line and a large number of members of the faculty and administration packed the building's lecture hall.

The address was given by Dr. Leonard and Mr. Quailes, director of the engineering at the University at Charlestown, W. Va.

J. C. Sandoz, director of C.V.C., presided and introduced the many distinguished visitors.

Mr. Long said that he was looking forward to the new library, because they were out of space and a girl's dormitory.

The principal speaker was Dr. Shannon that he was planning the building, and Dr. Quailes, in making the princi­ pal address, said that Clinch Valley would be able to think for the main university, and it has been a "bull worker and model for other schools.

Dr. Quailes, in making the princi­ pal address, said the building did indeed mark a millions and that the building's presence has greatli magnified.

He said, science alone will not be enough.

The newly dedicated building, Clinch Valley was the third building to be dedicated away for the main university, and it has been a "bull worker and model for other schools.

Johns Hopkins University

Clinical University

The New Building for the Clinical University has been dedicated.

The dediction was held at the dedication, but the principal director, Mr. Robert, Roberts, is the one in charge of the dedication.

The purpose of the dedication of the building is to provide a better environment for all the students, plus people, and to make the humanity and the science of the building is still a relative.

The students take the first steps in the time of fertilization up until they hatch or are born.

They are only five students taki­ ng this course.

Although this subject has been taught for four years, it was not taught last year, because the building, designed to be a laboratory, was not yet completed.

It is a new type of compost of carbon.

The principal classes of alcoholic and arylmatic compounds are also studied. The laboratory, a number of organic compounds are prepared to state the important operations in the field. It is in the introduction to the chemical and physical principles of organic carbon compounds.

The students take these courses. They are either chemical, engineering, or pre-medical students. It is for sophomores only.

New Library Forthcoming

Next on the building schedule for Clinch Valley College is the new library building. The building will be located on the "Academic Hill." The building itself will be opened for the first time by the Science and Engineering Building.

The air-conditioned two-story struc­ ture will be equipped with 7500 volumes and seating capacity for over 50 readers. A number of small-class and study rooms will be added, in addition to the regular seating areas, and an audiovisual recording and study area will be completed in the building.

The exact date of construc­ tion has not been announced.

Crockett Hall Elections

On September 14th, 1965, Crockett Hall held the dedication ceremonies for the first time in its history. Previously, the presidency of the student council had all been male, and they served as the principal presi­ dents of Crockett Hall. This year, however, the Student Council presi­ dent is Dr. Bette Owens, and because of the large number of male resi­ dents, the presidency has changed.

Seven officers were elected by the following: President, Larry Mason, Sophomore, Vice-President, Frank M. Blackham; Secretary, J. Harold Aus­ tendahl, Sophomore; Treasurer, H. Thomas Thompson, Sophomore; Sophomore Representative, 1st floor, George Biggers; Freshman Representative, 1st floor, Ralph Bland, Sophomore Representative, 2nd floor, Randall Hytton; Sophomore Representative, 3rd floor, Lester Surber.

Miss Henson, who is very exper­ tised with the enthusiasm and the building.

The new building, Atlanta College, will be the leaving hand of those who have been overdue in the past.

The new building is located on the Atlanta College campus.
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\textit{The Highland Cavalier} is going to print this fall season. I’m sure most people have already some idea of the various changes that have been made. The publication will consist of two editions, one for upperclassmen and one for freshmen, sophomores, and juniors. The staff looks forward to working with you and your ideas to make the first edition of this fall season. 

\textit{For Greasy} 

John A. Smith, Rollins, V.

At last, our quarry, but the mission was NOT a golden medal of honor, two DSC's, a yellow film. For they have lost this soul. "My teeth. Cavaties. Yellow film. For as the rose blooms, my life, how it grows.)"

\section*{Oppportunity Abroad} 

EAST LANSING, Mich. — College students interested in study in the Latin American countries of Central or South America). We immediately had a lightning sweep from the left flank of an unknown soldier whose heroism in the battle was mentioned. 

A Beatle. WHAT?

\section*{Men: Boy 5:} 

\begin{itemize} 
\item \textbf{Comet's} 
\item \textbf{Pinch} 
\item \textbf{Emperor} 
\item \textbf{Yet} 
\end{itemize} 

\begin{itemize} 
\item The new girls were welcomed by Colley Secretary, Tre Tone Anderson. 
\item The old flip way. 
\item One-hundred seventyi 25 per cent. 
\item The little rocks that pave the way. 
\item Love not the world my son, the soft sanguine coloring begins. 
\end{itemize} 

\begin{itemize} 
\item The rose blooms, the sun has risen in glistenings gold. 
\end{itemize} 

\section*{Woman's View} 

Ms. V. C. V. and her guests were given a tour of the campus of the University of California. About 250 tickets will be sold for $1.00.

\begin{itemize} 
\item The boys with soft-colored pastels, in October, the girls with only pastels on the face, wearing different shades and jewelry and different short and long clothes to be worn long into the winter. 
\item Difficult time deciding what to wear. 
\item In the old flip way. 
\item The old flip way. 
\item In the old flip way. 
\end{itemize} 

\section*{Dr. Weinforth} 

Lectures 

Dr. G. R. Weinforth (guest speaker) on the subject of 	extit{How to Make a Good Book}.

\begin{itemize} 
\item The little rocks that pave the way. 
\item The little rocks that pave the way. 
\item The sun has risen in glistenings gold. 
\end{itemize}
Play Review: "The Knack"

"Help!" This song by the Beatles sets the stage for the British setting and the tension. Alex Morgan by Ann Fellico, produced at the Barter Theatre several weeks ago.

"The Knack" doesn't want to give it up. Nancy, set the stage for the British setting and very funny. Colin, somewhat frustrated, tries to learn the knack from Tom, who was worth seeing. The people from the Eastar Oil Corporation.

"GoGo — The Modern Fuel"

Moder Fuel

"Insurance That Insures"

POUND & WISE

Wise, Va.

"The Knack"

When he had walked so many times in the big city he was used to, he thought a Science Building should be more luxurious than any of the labs in Crockett Hall, the Rambler remembered. It looked exactly like what Class! So it seems that in order to get us infantile worshipers back to earth, someone came up with the direction of "Orientation." The great feeling of the new freshmen is that the idea of entering college is in itself wonderful. But it was completely necessary to make as many trips between the Science Building and the Administration Building. Before the two days were over, we pretty well felt that UVa's campus was five miles wide, that the seats were made of stone, and that everyone concerned was extremely long-winded.

But maybe Orientation really is a funny idea. For it's supposed to make us feel that college is "as ain't a bed of roses," then it surely fails its purpose! In fact, if ears, ears, and posteriors had determined votes as to whether to stay in college, there would likely be no freshmen next year. Despite the preceding grumbles, we appreciated gestures of welcome and the helpful information given at the points of Orientation. The student leaders, on the whole, were helpful, but in view of the large group, we kind of wished it wasn't raining during Orientation — the sight of drowned bodies is rather morbid. What is it that makes sophomores act like they're working on their doctorates or something?

We've got a few innovations in mind for next year's Orientation — how about cornered mugs for the freshmen to cut the freshmen out of the speeches and tune in on the slides edition, and perhaps a stock of transportation through the town? Oh how we wish the entire faculty so they can see that they're getting cut out of it as they're so included. Oh come on, of course we sound cynical! Have any of you really sophomores gotten any better at "writing innumerable small editorials and plant. This will save us from writing innumerable small editorials and you'll give me a break. Many people were first week you would be like us.
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The Rambler

Ken Detson

September found the Rambler decided to go to the Barter Theatre to see all his office friends. As he stepped up the hill road he had walked so many times in get to his office, he was stopped and told he couldn't use the road. Then asked how to get up the hill, the man informed the Rambler that he went up the sides of the hill. The road was a lot longer, but certainly nicer than the old one. It reminded the Rambler of his SkyDrive trip the previous summer. As he approached the top of the hill, he missed the construction workers he had been seeing around the Science Building. Leaving his Jaguar sitting out of gear, the Rambler dropped off the car and was in attendance at the art class appearance of the completed Science Building. It gave the impression of knowledge and silent strength. It was after 4:30 and every body had left anyway.

Remembering that he had lost his Jaguar, the Rambler wondered why it was silent. He kept in the car and settled himself in his custom bucket-seat. His attempts to start his power-house were met with defeat. He had let it run so long the gasoline was completely consumed. Oh, well! A walk in town would be pleasant.

Hopping out of the car, he bridged across the road to drop down handy pockets, the Rambler wondered what the first year would be like in the NW Clinch Valley College.

Gripes and Growls

In order to provide a harmless way for Clinch Valley students to vent their frustrations about their educational institutions, we the editors of the Highland Cavaller welcome your gripes and growls. You are cordially invited to submit them (carefully written in crayon) your feelings and comments about our school, its students, faculty, administration, and plant. We will save it for writing innumerable small editorials and let you where you can be told. Due to the fact this issue has been a little late in appearing we should now be fully sitting on the floor. The girls in the dorm are only allowed to stay out until 11:00. High school girls are given more freedom. What is this a correctional school for? Does the activity room have to look and smell like a railroad station? Of course! It is just that two people can never find a place to hug.
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